In this paper, we have developed a novel scheme to achieve more effective analysis, retrieval and exploration of large-scale news video collections by performing multi-modal video content analysis and synchronization. First, automatic keyword extraction is performed on news closed captions and audio channels to detect the most interesting news topics (i.e., keywords for news topic interpretation), and the associations among these news topics (i.e., contextual relationships among the news topics) are further determined according to their co-occurrence probabilities. Second, visual semantic items, such as human faces, text captions, video concepts, are extracted automatically by using our semantic video analysis techniques. The news topics are automatically synchronized with the most relevant visual semantic items. In addition, an interestingness weight is assigned for each news topic to characterize its importance. Finally, a novel hyperbolic visualization scheme is incorporated to visualize large-scale news topics according to their associations and interestingness. With a better global overview of large-scale news video collections, users can specify their queries more precisely and explore large-scale news video collections interactively. Our experiments on large-scale news video collections have provided very positive results.
Introduction
The broadcast news videos have extensive influence and carry abundant information, different organizations and individuals are utilizing them for different purposes. For example, the government can boost up the morale by publishing positive reports. On the other hand, the terrorists can also use it to display their announcement (e.g., Al Jazeera), formulate their plans, raise funds, and spread propaganda. By watching and analyzing the international news reports, the intelligence agents can translate the raw news videos into useful information and the private investors can also evaluate the political, economic, and financial status for making good decisions. Unfortunately, watching large-scale news video collections could be very tedious. Due to the large number of broadcast channels, it is too expensive and time-consuming to hire people to do manual process, and such manual process of large-scale news video collections may also delay our response for critical news events. Therefore, there is a growing interest of developing more effective techniques for automatic news video analysis and explo-ration of large-scale news video collections. In addition, supporting automatic news video analysis and exploration is able to acquaint general audiences with a better global overview of large-scale news video collections, so that they can also harvest our research achievements. Unfortunately, most existing tools for automatic news video analysis and exploration still suffer from the following challenging problems.
The first problem is how to automatically extract the video semantics from news video clips and bridge the semantic gap [7, 17, 40] between the low-level visual features and the highlevel human interpretation of video semantics. Most existing systems can only support automatic extraction of low-level visual features and search video clips via similarity matching according to their low-level visual features [1, 2, 5, 30, 33, 41, 42, 44, 51, 52] . On the other hand, most users may not be familiar with the low-level visual features and they can only express their information needs via high-level video concepts (i.e., keywords for video concept interpretation) [16, 17] . Due to huge diversities of visual properties and semantics in news videos, most existing tools for semantic video classification cannot directly be extended to achieve automatic analysis and exploration of largescale news video collections [1, 2, 5, 9, 33, 41, 42, 44, 51, 52] .
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topics from large-scale news video collections. This problem is becoming more critical because of the following reasons: (a) The amount of news topics could be very large because there are so many broadcast channels; (b) Different news topics may have different importance; (c) Different users may have different interestingness on the same news topic and there is no existing approach for user interestingness modeling. Thus there is an interest gap [47] between the available collections of news topics and the user's real information needs.
The third problem is how to present the significant news topics to the users efficiently and effectively. Large-scale collections of news videos may carry huge amount of information. However, it is very slow to exchange information between the user and the computer. Generally, a person can accept information at the speed of tens of bits per second. But our database has 10 GB to 1TB or larger scale. As a result, there is an interaction gap between the computer and the user.
Based on the above observations, we have developed a new framework with the workflow given in Figure 1 . Firstly, visual semantic items for video content interpretation are automatically extracted from raw video clips by using our semantic video analysis technique. The keywords (e.g., text semantic items) for news topic interpretation and their associations (e.g., contextual relationships between the news topics) are extracted from the closed captions and audio channels, and they are further synchronized with the most relevant visual semantic items. Secondly, the interestingness measurements (weights) for these multi-modal (i.e., visual, auditory, and textual) semantic items are assigned simultaneously via statistical analysis. Finally, a novel hyperbolic visualization framework is incorporated to visualize large-scale news relation network (i.e., news topics and their associations) and support interactive news exploration, so that users can have better understanding of large-scale collections of news videos and make better query decisions. In addition, the users can also communicate with our system by providing their feedbacks, and such feedbacks can further be integrated to improve our algorithms for semantic video analysis and interestingness assignment.
Each step of the proposed framework bridge one of the three gaps as described above. Our proposed scheme is not a simple aggregation of the related techniques. It optimizes all steps toward the final goal. Therefore, the techniques used in our scheme may not be the best one in the relevant area, but it is the best suitable one for our proposed scheme. Firstly, because the vision is the fastest way to accept information for human beings, we adopt visualization to bring the interaction between the users and our system. The visualization technique can allow our system to present more information at the same time to the users than traditional techniques adopted by other retrieval or exploration systems, such as classified exploration and keyword-based search. Secondly, to fully utilize the capability of the visualization technique, we adopt a very small semantic unit (compared to the units adopted in other video semantic analysis and retrieval systems) to characterize the semantics and interestingness of the video news reports. On the one hand, it is more easy to detect and evaluate small semantic items, thus our algorithms for semantic video analysis and interestingness weighting can have higher performance. On the other hand, more accurate evaluation of the interestingness weighting enables more effective visualization. As a result, our proposed scheme may have better performance than aggregating the most sophisticated techniques in the relevant areas.
In this paper, we have developed multiple algorithms to address the following problems: (1) How to extract semantic items from large-scale news video collections that may have huge diversities of visual properties and semantics? (2) How to extract news topics and their associations? (3) How to assign the interestingness with the news topics and semantic items automatically? (4) How to achieve synchronization between multimodal news video contents? (5) How to visualize large-scale relation network (i.e., news topics and their associations) in a limited-size scene?
This paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we briefly review the most relevant works. In section 3, we introduce our algorithm for news topic detection and relation network generation. Section 4 describes our scheme for user interestingness modeling. Section 5 introduces our semantic video analysis and multi-modal video content synchronization algorithm. In section 6, we introduce our work on hyperbolic visualization of large-scale relation network. Finally, we conclude in Section 8.
Related Works
In the past, researchers have proposed some interesting approaches for bridging these gaps (i.e., semantic gap, interest gap and interaction gap). In this section, we give a brief review for some of these existing algorithms which are most relevant to our proposed work.
Bridging Semantic Gap
Semantic video classification is one promising solution to bridge the semantic gap [1, 2, 4, 5, 12, 14, 33, 41, 42, 44, 51, 52] , but its performance largely depends on two inter-related issues: (1) suitable algorithms for video content representation and feature extraction; (2) effective algorithms for video classifier training.
To address the first issue, many approaches have been proposed for video content representation and feature extraction, and most existing approaches can be classified into three categories: (1) shot-based approaches that extract the global visual features from whole video shots [19, 36] ; (2) regionbased approaches that extract the local visual features from motion, color, or texture consistent homogeneous video regions [10, 18, 28] ; and (3) object-based approaches that extract the representative visual features from semantic-sensitive video ob-jects [24] . To enhance the power of the visual features on discriminating various video concepts, the underlying video patterns for feature extraction should be able to capture the intermediate video semantics at the object level effectively and efficiently (i.e., semantics for interpreting the real world physical objects in a video clip). Using the segmentation of real world physical objects (i.e., video objects) for feature extraction can significantly enhance the ability of the visual features on discriminating various video concepts. Unfortunately, automatic detection of large amounts of semantic video objects with diverse perceptual properties is still an open problem in computer vision. On the other hand, both the shot-based and the region-based approaches are easy for implementation, but their visual features may not be representative and cannot be used to discriminate various video concepts effectively. Consequently, there is an urgent need to develop new framework for video content representation and feature extraction, which is able to take the advantages for all these three existing approaches and avoid their shortcomings.
To address the second issue, robust video classifier training techniques are needed to model both the inter-concept variations and intra-concept similarity effectively. Two approaches are widely used to train video classifiers [1, 2, 4, 5, 12, 14, 20, 27, 33, 41, 42, 44, 51, 52] : (a) GMM-based approach uses Gaussian mixture models to approximate the underlying distributions of video data; (b) SVM-based approach uses support vector machines to maximize the margin between the positive samples and the negative samples. As a generative model, the major advantage of the GMM-based approach is that prior knowledge can be effectively incorporated into training suitable concept models for accurate video classification and annotation by predefining part of the model structure. Due to the diversity and richness of video contents, GMM models for video semantics interpretation may contain hundreds of parameters in a high-dimensional feature space, and thus large-scale labeled videos are needed for accurate classifier training. In addition, there may be mismatch between Gaussian functions and the real distributions of video data. On the other hand, the SVMbased approach enables more effective classifier training with smaller generalization error rate in high-dimensional feature space. However, searching the optimal model parameters (i.e., SVM parameters) is computationally expensive, and its performance is very sensitive to choices of kernel functions. Furthermore, automatic kernel function selection heavily depends on the implicit geometric property of the video data in the highdimensional feature space. Because the high-dimensional feature space may be heterogeneous, it is difficult to select one common kernel function that can effectively characterize the implicit geometric properties of the video data. Another shortcoming of the SVM-based approach is that its training complexity depends on the number of training videos, and the prior knowledge (i.e., the correlations between video concepts) is not incorporated into SVM video classifier training.
The Informedia Digital Video Library project at CMU has achieved significant progresses on analyzing, indexing and searching of large-scale news video collections. A detailed survey can be found in [21] . Several applications have been reported, such as keyword-based video retrieval and query results visualization. The DELOS project also has significant progress on multiple areas including information access and personalization [11] , object detection [3] and visualization [8] . Our proposed work has significant differences from these existing works: (a) Rather than performing semantic video classification to achieve automatic news video content understanding, multi-modal content analysis results from multiple information sources are synchronized and integrated for indexing and exploring large-scale news video collections. Even though many video classification algorithms have been proposed [1, 2, 4, 5, 12, 14, 33, 41, 42, 44, 51, 52] , they cannot be used to achieve reliable classification of large-scale news video collections because of their huge diversities of visual properties and semantics. Most existing techniques for semantic video classification can perfectly work on same specific video domains with strong constraints of video contents. However, none of them can effectively handle the huge diversity of visual properties and semantics in the news videos. (b) An interestingness score is automatically assigned to each news topic via statistical analysis, and such interestingness scores are further used to decide the importance of the relevant news topics for filtering less interesting news topics. (c) The associations among the news topics are extracted for achieving more effective visualization and interactive exploration of largescale news video collections. (d) A hyperbolic visualization tool is incorporated to acquaint the users with a better global overview of large-scale news video collections, so that they can explore large-scale news video collections interactively.
Bridging Interest Gap
To bridge the interest gap, visualization is widely used to help the users explore large amounts of information and find interesting parts interactively. In-spire [50] has been developed for visualizing and exploring large-scale text document collections, where statistics of news reports [31] is put on a world map to inform the audiences of the "hotness" of regions and the relations among the regions. TimeMine [45] is proposed to detect the most important reports and organize them through timeline with statistical models of word usage. Another system, called newsmap [49] , can organize news topics from Google news on a rectangle, where each news story covers a visualization space that is proportional to the number of related news pages reported by Google. News titles are drawn in the corresponding visualization space allocated to relevant news topic. ThemeRiver [22] and ThemeView [23] can visualize a large collection of documents with keywords or themes. ThemeRiver and ThemeView can intuitively represent the distribution structure of themes and keywords in the collections.
Rather than recommending the most interesting news topics to the users, all of these existing news visualization systems prefer to disclose all the available information to the users, and thus the users have to dig out the interesting information by themselves. When large-scale news collections come into view, such available information could be very large and displaying all of them to the users may mislead them. To address this problem, some of these existing news visualization systems also disclose different distribution structures of large-scale news collections, but such distribution structures may not make any sense to the users because there is an interest gap between the distribution structures and the user's real information needs [47] . Therefore, it is very attractive to incorporate the interestingness of news topics for achieving more effective visualization and exploration of large-scale news video collections. Several researchers use predefined ontology to assistant visual content analysis and retrieval [13, 15, 46] . However, such pre-defined ontology is unacceptable for news content representation because the news content is highly dynamic. How to extract the semantic structure automatically from large-scale news video collections is still an open problem.
Bridging Interaction Gap
As addressed above, the vision is the fastest way for human beings to accept information. Thus supporting news video visualization is one potential solution for exploring large-scale news video collections. Therefore, visualization techniques are potential solution. To fully utilize user's vision capability, the adopted visualization technique must adapt to the human being's vision property. It is reported [26, 48] that a human being will focus on the details of a single point but still check the global context at the same time. Because the hyperbolic visualization technique [26, 48] implements the fish-eye effect with a uniform framework, which is very suitable for the goal of our system. However, the hyperbolic visualization technique is only a single layer exploration technique for a specific format of information. The information carried in large-scale news video collections may need hierarchical interactive exploration. Therefore, how to transform the data upon user input to implement user-adaptive hierarchical exploration is still an open problem.
In [29] , a preliminary framework is proposed to resolve the above problems. This paper is the extension of [29] . In this paper, we developed the text term extraction and relation network generation algorithm, introduced a new visualization approach and proposed an algorithm to perform user-adaptive visualization. These extensions greatly improve the overall performance of our previous work [29] .
Text Term Extraction and Relation Network Generation
For news programs, the closed captions can provide abundant information and such information can be used to detect news topics of interest with high accuracy. Rather than performing semantic video classification to obtain the news topics [1, 2, 5, 20, 27, 33, 41, 42, 44, 51, 52] (i.e., which can extract only a limited number of semantic concepts via multi-modal visual features), we have taken the advantage of cross-media to clarify the video contents and achieve automatic news topic detection from news closed captions. To do this, the closed captions are first segmented into sentences, and the text sentence is further segmented into keywords.
In news videos, some special text sentences, such as "somebody, CNN, somewhere" and "ABC's somebody reports from somewhere", need to be processed separately. The names for news reporters in those text sentences are generally not the content of the news report. Therefore, they are not appropriate for news semantics interpretation and should be removed. Because there may have clear and fixed patterns for these sentences, we have designed a context-free syntax parser to detect and mark this particular information. By incorporating 10-15 syntax rules, the parser can detect and mark such specific sentences in high accuracy.
Most named entity detectors may fail in processing all-capital strings because initial capitalization is very important to achieve accurate named entity recognition. One way to resolve this problem is to train a detector with ground truth from the closed caption text. However, it's very expensive to obtain the manually marked text material. Because English has relatively strict grammar, it's possible to parse the sentences and recover the most capital information by using part-of-speech (POS) [39] and lemma information. We use TreeTagger [39] to perform the part-of-speech tagging. Capital information can be recovered automatically by using the TreeTagger parsing results.
After such specific sentences are marked and capital information is recovered, an open source text analysis package LingPipe [25] is used to perform the named entity detection and resolve co-reference of the named entities. The named entities referring to the same entity are normalized to a most representative format to enable statistical analysis, where the news model of LingPipe is used and all the parameters are set to default value.
Finally, the normalized results are parsed again by TreeTagger to extract the POS information and resolve the words to their original formats. For example, TreeTagger can resolve "better" to "well" or "good" according to its POS tag. We do not adopt the stemming technique because it may output unreadable words and resolve different words to the same stem. By using the POS tag to resolve the words to their original formats, this problem can be resolved. In addition, the POS tag can be used to remove words without real meanings, such as adverbs and prepositions. Most stop words can be removed by POS tag. All these detected keywords are treated as a basic vocabulary for interpreting the relevant news topics.
The relations among different news topics are also very important to enable more effective retrieval and exploration of large-scale news video collections. Because the news topics have already been extracted, the relations (associations) among these news topics can further be extracted according to their cooccurrence probabilities. Based on this observation, a weighted news topic relation network is used for knowledge interpretation. Based on this observations, we use a weighted news topic relation network as the knowledge interpretation. The network uses news topics (i.e., keywords and keyframes) as nodes and their relations as edges, and the edges are weighted according to their interestingness for the users. If we use D to represent the collection of news videos of interest and K D to represent the knowledge interpretation of D (i.e., the weighted relation network), K D can be represent as:
where k i is a relation (i.e., a pair of news topics s a and s b ), U is the user who is using the system, and w U (k i ) is the interestingness weight of k i based on U 's preference. A pair of news topics s a and s b is defined as a relation when they occur in a closed caption or automatic speech recognition (ASR) script sentence simultaneously. By collecting all these relations together, the semantics of the large-scale collections of news videos can be represented. Examples of the relation network are given in Figure 2 and Figure 3 . Even though the relation network is a good semantic representation of large-scale collections of news videos, not all of these relations are interesting for the users. To resolve this problem, we also compute an interestingness weight w U (k i ) for each knowledge item k i . Our knowledge interpretation extraction algorithm will extract the interestingness weights for the knowledge items. The algorithm is introduced in the next section.
User Interestingness Modeling
The interestingness of the news topics and their relations must be quantified to implement our visualization system, but most existing visualization techniques [22, 49] use the raw frequency or probability to organize the visualization, and the raw frequency or probability may not indicate user's information need. For example, "Bush" is a keyword with very high frequency in 2006, but it may not be interesting because it is already well known. As the same reason, the relation between "President" and "Bush" is uninteresting for most users because it is already known. In the scenario of news browsing and retrieval applications, a user may be interested in only the information that he or she did not know before (e.g. the "really unexpected" information).
To resolve this problem, the interestingness of the news topics and their relations must be assigned for visualizing largescale news video collections. Ideally, the interestingness is related to the user's preference and their prior knowledge, but it is very difficult to gather user preference information. Because the users may learn information from different sources that that our system may not know, such as friends. In addition, it's even more difficult to have an accurate knowledge model of a specific user in the foreseeable future. Thus a general interestingness measurement that is effective for most users is proposed in this paper.
Google has implemented a great search engine based on the PageRank [35] technique. The PageRank technique ranks the web pages according to the provider behavior (e.g. the links of web pages). Even though Google has no user preference data, the PageRank technique can still give reasonable ranks of web pages for most users. Based on this observation, the provider behavior is valuable information for quantifying the interestingness. More importantly, it's possible for us to gather the provider behavior information. Thus we can quantify the interestingness of news topics by using the statistical information extracted from many TV channels. To quantify the interestingness of news topics with the provider behavior, we assume that the audiences may have higher probability to know a piece of information if it is repeated more frequently on TV programs. Thus the past news collection can be used to extract a general knowledge model of the user's knowledge. We use a probability distribution to represent the knowledge model:
where x is the given news topic or relation, S is the set of all the news topics and their relations, and g (x) is the probability of the news topic or relation x. The general knowledge model can be used as a predictor. If a news topic or relation can be predicted completely, then it may not be interesting at all for the users. Only those news topics or relations that cannot be predicted well may be interesting for the users. According to information theory, the unpredictability of a message (i.e. news topics or their relations in our system) can be quantified by the information it carries. To quantify the amount of the information a news topic or relation carries, the local probability model of news topics or relations of news reports for a specific time interval of interest is defined as:
where t is the specific time interval of interest, such as one specific day, S t is the set of all the news topics or their relations in the specific time interval t and l t (x) is the probability of the given news topic or relation x in t. The difference between the local probability model L (t) and the general knowledge model G is able to tell us how much information we can obtain by knowing L (t). Because both the local probability model L (t) and the general knowledge model G are distributions, the Kullback-Leibler divergence is used to characterize their difference:
The distance function D (L (t) G) is able to characterize the difference between L (t) and G, but we also need to evaluate the information carried by each news topic or relation x ∈ S t . By examining Eq. (4), one can observe that D (L (t) G) is the weighted sum of a set of components, and each component is only related to one single news topic x. Therefore, the contribution for one certain news topic x ∈ S t can be obtained by the relevant component of D (L (t) G) in Eq. (4). Based on this observation, we can quantify the interestingness of x as:
From Eq. (5), one can observe that the interestingness measurement w r t (x) depends on two factors: l t (x) and lt(x) g(x) . The first factor l t (x) characterizes the probability of news topic x in local probability model L (t) and the second factor
characterizes the probability difference of x in between L (t) and G (i.e., unpredictability). Because the purpose of KullbackLeibler divergence is to measure the overall difference of L (t) and G, as a result the unpredictability factor lt(x) g(x) must be scaled by l t (x) in Eq. (4) so that D (L (t) G) is adapt to the local distribution L (t). However, our purpose is to measure the interestingness of individual news topic x. Therefore, the scale l t (x) is irrelevant to our purpose. Consequently, only the unpredictability factor lt(x) g(x) should be used to characterize the interestingness measurement:
Because multiple media channels (audio, video and closed caption text) are involved in the visualization, w d t (x) in Eq. (6) needs to be normalized to simplify the multi-modal data fusion:
Eq. (7) normalizes the interestingness weights to [0, 1]. The normalized weights are preferable to fuse with other factors. In our system, we use Eq. (7) to compute w U (k i ), i.e., w U (k i ) = w t (k i ). And Eq. (7) is a general weighting algorithm that can be applied to weigh news topics, relations and other visual properties such as video semantic concepts. Therefore, we use Eq. (7) to compute not only w U (k i ) but also interestingness weights of other items.
With the above algorithm for assigning the weights for the news topics and their relations, our system is able to extract the interesting news topics and suppress less interesting news topics. Because only statistical important semantic items can have high interestingness measurement, the random error of semantic analysis, which outputs a number of different incorrect semantic items, can be filtered out automatically and more robust results can be achieved.
To enable more efficient visualization of large-scale news video collections, special visual features must be considered, or else the results may not be visually important. There are multiple types of visual features that may be important. Some types of visual features can be processed by using Eq. (7), such as the people and the semantic concepts of news video shots. Other types of visual features may not be characterized by using the same statistical analysis algorithms as described above, such as video production rules. Based on this understanding, we have developed a series of semantic video analysis algorithm to extract the needed video semantics. These algorithms are introduced in the next section.
Semantic Video Analysis
Even though semantic video analysis and understanding are still very challenging, supporting semantic video analysis plays an important role in enabling more efficient retrieval and exploration of large-scale news video collections. Based on this observation, we have developed multiple solutions to automatically detect multi-modal semantic items (i.e., video, audio, text) and extract the representative visual features for video content representation. In addition, the interestingness weights for these semantic items are assigned automatically via our statistical video analysis algorithm.
Statistical Property Analysis of Video Shots
The video shots are the basic units for video content representation, and thus they can be treated as one of the semantic items for automatic weight assignment. However, unlike the keywords in text documents, the re-appearance of video shots cannot be detected automatically via simple comparison of their visual properties. Thus new techniques are desired for detecting the re-appearance of video shots in news videos [29] , so that we can assign the importance weights of video shots automatically.
One certain video shot may be repeated multiple times because of the following reasons: (a) video shots for the anchors may repeat multiple times in the same news program; (b) video shots for the participants of an interview may appear multiple times in the same news program; (c) video shots for interpreting the important news may appear in both the news summary at the beginning and the detailed report later in the same program; (d) video shots for the important news may appear in different news programs of the same channel (at different time periods) or different TV channels (at different time or same time). The last two situations of video shot re-appearance indicate the importance for the corresponding video shots. Nevertheless, the first two situations of video shot re-appearance may not indicate that the corresponding video shots are important. To quantify the effect of above four rules, the intraprogram re-appearance number r intra (i) and inter-program reappearance number r inter (i) for each video shot are computed. The two re-appearance numbers r inter (i) and r intra (i) for most video shots are equal to 1 because they are not repeated. Obviously, some video shots may have these two numbers bigger than 1 and different re-appearance patterns (i.e., different re-appearance situations) may provide different semantics and different weights should be assigned. Based on these understandings, the weights for different re-appearance numbers of video shots are approximated by using a bell shaped curve: where intra and inter are the parameters. For intra-program repetition of video shots, Rules (a), (b) and (c) apply. However, the shots satisfying Rules (a) and (b) are not very attractive while the shots satisfying Rule (c) may be attractive. To discriminate the re-appearance pattern of Rule (c) with that of Rules (a) and (b), intra = 2 is adopted in our experiments. As a result, anchor and interview shots re-appearing many times are suppressed because they are not "visually" important. On the other hand, news shots repeated in both the summary and the detailed report are emphasized, because their intra-program re-appearance number is exactly 2. For inter-program repetition, we found via experiments that little shot is repeated more than 5 times in different programs. In addition, if a news report is repeated channel by channel and program by program, it quickly becomes well known and therefore no longer "news". Therefore, we set inter = 5 in our experiments.
Video Objects Detection
For news videos, video objects, such as text areas and human faces, may provide important clues about news stories of interest. Text lines and human faces in news videos can be detected automatically by using suitable computer vision techniques [29] . Obviously, these automatic detection functions may fail in some cases. Thus the results that are detected by using a single video frame may not be reliable. To address this problem, the detection results on all the video frames within the same video shots are integrated and the corresponding confidence maps for the detection results are calculated. As shown in Figure 4 , such confidence maps can provide valuable information for evaluating our detection results. The confidence region is generated by transforming the relevant confidences for our detection results into a binary image via thresholding. The threshold for generating the confidence region of text is set to the recall of the object detection algorithm. The reason of using recall as the threshold is that our object detection algorithm is tuned with high precision. Therefore, object regions will have confidence value higher or equal to the recall. Obviously, the size ratio between the confidence region and the size of video frames provides some valuable information for weight assignment. Therefore the size ratios for text and human faces regions are obtained, α text (i) and α f ace (i). However, the ratios cannot be directly used as the weight of the video shot. News editors may emphasize a person by putting a close-up, resulting in a large α f ace (i). But a small face generally does not mean the person is unimportant, it only means the shot is an event shot. The text object is analog to the face object. As a result, the ratios must be converted by using a lower-bounded curve:
where ν is lower-bound ratio that news editors adopt for emphasizing information. For the face object, it generally equals the average ratio in anchor shots. For the text object, it generally equals the average ratio in shots without extra open captions (e.g., only with open captions overlayed on every shot). When α is less than ν, we cannot tell whether the news editor wants to emphasize the object or not. Therefore, the curve of Eq. (9) assigns the same weight to all these shots. For shots with α larger than ν, λ controls the conversion from α to the weight. To decide appropriate values for α and λ, we compute the α text (i) and α f ace (i) of all shots on a 10-hour news video database. We found that the average α f ace (i) for anchor shots is close to 0.01 and average α text (i) for shots without extra open captions is close to 0.05. Therefore, we adopt ν text = 0.05 and ν f ace = 0.01. To compute λ, we select the control point of the conversion at 0.8, e.g., if a shot has a α (i) value that is larger than 80% of the shots (only counting shots with α (i) ≥ ν), then it is assigned the weight 0.8. According to experimental data, λ text = 0.1593 and λ f ace = 0.04096. For a given video shot, the importance weight for human face area w f aceArea (i) and the importance weight for text area w textArea (i) can be determined by:
By performing face clustering [38] , face objects can be clustered into several groups. As a result, the human objects can be identified and be treated as one of the semantic items for weight assignment. The face object is similar to text term. Therefore, they can be weighted by using news topics weighting algorithm as Eq. (7), which is introduced in Section 4. In addition, there may be more than one human object in a video shots. We just pick up the one with the highest weight as the representative for the video shot:
where HU M AN (i) is the set of human objects of shot i. The first max {•} lower-bounds the human weight at 0.5 for the same reason discussed above.w t (•) is the news topics weighting algorithm of Eq. (7). The second max {•} ensures our algorithm to detect the most important person in the shot and ignore unimportant people.
Semantic Video Classification
The video concepts associated with the video shots can provide valuable information to enable more effective visualization and retrieval of large-scale news video collections, and semantic video classification is one promising solution to detect such video concepts. To detect the video concepts automatically, we have adopted our previous work reported in [17] .
Two types of information about video concepts can be used for weight assignment. First, each video concept has an intrinsic importance. For example, a shot with a person reading an announcement is more important than a shot with a journalist introducing background information. The importance of the video concepts, w c (C (i)), is determined by user study. Results are in Table 1 . Where C (i) is the video concept in the video shot i.
Second, the video concept can be treated as a text term. As a result, it can also be weighted as news topics by Eq. (7), which is introduced in Section 4. Finally, the weight for the given video concept is determined by:
wherew t (•) is the news topics weighting algorithm of Eq. (7). 
Semantic Visual Weights Fusion
Our purpose of weighting is to detect the existence of some visual properties and emphasize those shots with interesting visual properties. The existence of one visual property may be indicated by different visual patterns. For example, the repeat property may be represented by w intra or w inter . To ensure we detect the existence of interesting visual properties and do not be misled by missing some visual patterns, we first use max operation to fuse weights for the same visual property:
They are all derived from visual characteristics of video shots. Where w repeat is the weight reflecting repetition of the shot, w object reflecting prominent objects in the shot, and w semantics reflecting semantic categories. Consequently, the overall visual importance weight for a given video shot is determined by the geometric average of above three weights:
Multi-Modal News Content Synchronization and Decision Fusion
For news programs, the closed captions have good matching with the relevant audios. Therefore, they can be integrated to take advantage of cross-media to clarify the video contents and remove the redundant information. The text documents for the closed captions may not synchronize with the video well and generally have a delay of a few seconds. Nevertheless, the audio generally synchronizes very well with the video but the accuracy of most existing techniques for automatic speech recognition (ASR) is still low. By integrating the results for automatic speech recognition with the results of closed caption analysis, the closed captions can be synchronized with the video contents with higher accuracy.
After the closed captions are synchronized to the relevant news videos, we can determine the correlation between the closed captions and the video shots. To do this, the closed captions are first segmented to sentences, and the start time and the stop time for each text sentence can also be obtained automatically. All these video shots that locate between the start time and the stop time for the same text sentence are associated with the corresponding text sentence. In addition, the text sentence is further segmented into keywords, as discussed in Section 3. Finally, all the video shots are associated with the relevant keywords in the same text sentence. After all shots have been associated with keywords, the keyword weight of a shot is computed by:
|x is a keyword of i} (15) wherew t (•) is the news topics weighting algorithm of Eq. (7), which is introduced in Section 4. The reason to use max {•} to compute the overall keyword weight is that almost every shot is associated with several high-frequent uninteresting keywords, and really interesting keywords are generally rare. If any average algorithm is used, the calculated value is dominated by the low weights of high-frequent uninteresting keywords. The max {•} operation ensures our algorithm to detect the existence of really interesting keywords robustly.
With the keyword weight and the visual weight computed above, the overall weight for a given video shot is determined by averaging w video and w keyword :
In our current experiments, we set γ = 0.6.
Visualization for Large-scale News Video Exploration
After the news topics and semantic items are available, we introduce our visualization framework to enable more effective retrieval and exploration of large-scale news video collections. Because the available scene size for news video visualization is limited and there are large amount of interesting news topics, we need to answer three questions: (a) Which news topics are more interesting to users and should receive more space for display? (b) How can we display large amount of interesting news topics and their associations more effectively on a limited-size scene? (c) Which visualization method is the most suitable? (d) How can we visualize the changing trend of news topics along the time?
Visualization of Relation Network
As the news reports are unpredictable, both the general audiences and the news analysts may first want to have a global overview of all the available news reports. This means that the global overview is the first piece of information that is meaningful for most audiences, and such global overview is not necessarily formed by the whole news stories. It can be composed of the news topics with their interestingness weights and their associations. For providing the global overview of large-scale news video collections, the news topics and their associations are better than the whole news stories because the audiences may be interested in a certain small piece of information of a news report, such as a name or an interesting video shot.
The news topics can provide a good hint to the users, and thus the users can quickly make the decision of which news topic is more interesting than others according to their own preferences. By acquainting the users with a better global overview of large-scale news video collections, they can easily and intuitively specify their queries by clicking the relevant news topics interactively, and our system will return the most relevant news video clips which are strongly related to the corresponding news topics. Compared with the traditional keywordbased news video retrieval systems, our system can visually acquaint the users with: (a) keywords for news topic interpretation; (b) associations between the news topics; (c) interestingness weights to suppress the less interesting news topics. Because the less interesting news topics are suppressed and the unexpected news topics are emphasized, our proposed visualization algorithm can allow users to find the most interesting information easily. On the other hand, the associations among the news topics can also disclose interesting and meaningful information to the users.
For naive users to harvest our research achievements, it is very important to develop more comprehensive framework for visualizing such relation network of news topics, so that they can specify their queries easily and intuitively or explore largescale news video collections interactively. Visualizing largescale relation network in two-dimensional system interface is not a trivial task [26, 32, 34, 37, 43, 48] . We have developed a framework integrating multiple innovative ideas to tackle this issue effectively: (a) A tree-based approach is incorporated to visualize the relation network in a nested graph view, where each news topic is displayed along with its relevant ones. (b) The geometric closeness of the news topics on the visualization tree is related to their semantic relevance and associations, so that our graphical presentation can reveal a great deal about how these news topics are organized and how they are intended to be used. (c) Both geometric zooming and semantic zooming are integrated to adjust the level of visible detail automatically according to the discerning constraint on the number of news topics that can be displayed per visualization view.
Our approach for relation network visualization exploits hyperbolic geometry [26] . The hyperbolic geometry is particularly well suited to graph-based layout of large-scale relation network because of two reasons. First, the area of a circle on a hyperbolic plane rises exponentially in radius. Because the number of nodes of the relation network increases exponentially as the depth increases, these nodes can be put on a hyperbolic plane in equal density. Second, the hyperbolic plane can be projected to the Euclidean plane by Poincaré disk model [26] to implement a effect similar to the log-polar transformation in a uniform framework. This effect is essential to visualization because it matches the property of the human vision [6] .
The essence of our approach is to project the relation network onto a hyperbolic plane according to the contextual relationships between the news topics, and layout the relation network by mapping the relevant news topics onto a circular display region. Thus our relation network visualization framework takes the following steps: (a) The news topics on the relation network are projected to a hyperbolic plane according to their associations, and such projection can usually preserve the original associations between the news topics. (b) After we obtain such context-preserving projection of the news topics, we can then use Poincaré disk model [26] to map the news topics on the hyperbolic plane to a 2D display coordinate. Poincaré disk model maps the entire hyperbolic space onto an open unit circle, and produces a non-uniform mapping of the news topics to the 2D display coordinate. The Poincaré disk model preserves the angles, but distorts the lines. The Poincaré disk model also compresses the display space slightly less at the edges, which in some cases can have the advantage of allowing a better view of the context around the center of projection.
Our implementation relies on the representation of the hyperbolic plane, rigid transformations of the hyperbolic plane and mappings of the news topics from the hyperbolic plane to the unit disk. Internally, each news topic on the graph is assigned a location z = (x, y) within the unit disk, which represents the Poincaré coordinates of the corresponding news topic. By treating the location of the news topic as a complex number, we can define such a mapping as the linear fractional transformation [26] :
where P and θ are complex numbers, | P |< 1 and | θ |= 1, and P is the complex conjugate of P . This transformation indicates a rotation by θ around the origin followed by moving the origin to P (and −P to the origin).
Interactive Exploration of Large-Scale News Video Collections
After the hyperbolic visualization of the relation network is available, it can be used to enable interactive exploration and navigation of large-scale news video collections at the topic level via change of focus. The change of focus is implemented by changing the mapping of the news topics from the hyperbolic plane to the display unit disk. The positions of the news topics on the hyperbolic plane need not to be altered during focus manipulation. Users can change their focus of news topics by clicking on any visible news topic to bring it into focus at the center, or by dragging any visible news topic interactively to any other location without losing the contextual relationships between the news topics, where the rest of the layout of the relation network transforms appropriately. Thus our hyperbolic framework for relation network visualization has demonstrated the remarkable capabilities for interactively exploring large-scale news video collections. By supporting change of focus, our hyperbolic visualization framework can theoretically display unlimited number of news topics in a 2D unit disk.
Moving the focus point over the display disk unit is equivalent to translating the relation network on the hyperbolic plane, such change of focus can provide a mechanism for controlling which portion of the relation network receives the most space. Through such change of focus on the display disk unit for relation network visualization and manipulation, the users are able to interactively explore and navigate large-scale news video archives. Therefore, users can always see the details of the regions of interest by changing the focus. Different views of the layout results of our relation network are given in Figures   Fig. 5 . Display emphasizing the top-left part. 5-8. By changing the focus points, our hyperbolic framework for relation network visualization can provide an effective solution for interactive exploration of large-scale news video collections at the topic level. The users can rotate, translate and zoom the network to examine the details at different level. An online demo can be found at http://webpages.uncc.edu/~hluo/ relation/Relation.html. The relations can disclose another level of knowledge to the users.
Intuitive Query Specification
Our hyperbolic visualization of the relation network can acquaint the users with a good global view of the overall information of large-scale news video collections at the first glance, so that users can specify their queries visually because the relevant keywords for news topic interpretation and the most representa- tive keyframes are visible. In addition to such specific queries, our framework can allow users to start at any level of the relation network and navigate towards more details by clicking the relevant news topics of interest to change the focus. Therefore, our graphical visualization framework can significantly extend user's ability on video access and allow users to explore largescale news video collections interactively at different levels of details. After the users click the relevant news topics, our system can then retrieve the news video databases according to the selected news topic and most relevant news stories are selected and returned to the users. The retrieved stories can be organized by timeline so that the users can easily learn the history of the whole event, as shown in Figure 9 (a). In addition, the most relevant web news can also be retrieved, as shown in 9(b). This feature is very important for audiences who want to know more details and relevant discussions of the event, and thus our system can provide a good technique of reasoning.
User-Adaptive Visualization of Relation Network
After the users navigate the relation network for large-scale news video collections, they can specify their queries according to their interestingness. Therefore, the users can obtain more relevant news stories by submitting some specific queries. Consequently, we must extract a new news topic relation network that is relevant to the user input but still preserves the global semantic context. To achieve this purpose, we "boost" the relevant knowledge items relevant to the user input on the global network by a relevance factor:
where s I is the clicked item, (k i , s I ) is a boosting factor to emphasize items most relevant to s I , c ≥ 1 is the boost- 
where k j is a segment of p x (s m , s n ). The shortest path is defined as:
The shortest path p min (s m , s n ) represents the most interesting route connecting s m and s n . Therefore, it is a good measure of the relevance between s m and s n :
By combining Eq. (21) into Eq. (18), a new semantic networḱ K D (s I ) can be generated, which is relevant to the user input s I . In addition, relevant nodes are automatically laid out close to s I . Relevant events can then be easily checked. Furthermore, the global semantic context is still preserved, so that the user can quickly switch to new point of interest if she changes her mind. Examples are given in Figures 10-11 . Such user-adaptive visualization of relation network can provide the users more details of the relevant news.
News Changing Trend Visualization
As the content of news reports is dynamic (i.e., news are changed along the time), the audiences may also want to see the news changing trend over time. Such dynamic news trend is able to tell the history of the whole news event to the users, and thus the users can have more complete view of the interesting topics with the dynamic trend.
To effectively depict the above information, several visualization techniques are adopted. Firstly, global overview information is represented by using the keyframes map, as shown in Figure 12 (a) and 12(d). The size of the keyframe in the map is proportional to the interestingness weight of the relevant news topic. By organizing the global overview information in this way, the users can directly find the interesting news reports on the keyframes map and learn the global structure of all news reports. To represent the dynamic trend of the news reports, an animation of keyframes on the keyframes map is used. Two animation frames are given in 12(b) and 12(c). By watching the animation the users are able to catch the dynamic trend of the news topics.
Experiments
To evaluate the efficiency of our system, we compare our system with the state of the art news search engine, Google News. We ask users to evaluate the difficulty of answering several news related questions by using our system and Google News. Total 12 users participated the experiments. 10 of them are undergraduate students without any related background, and 2 of them are security experts. Half of the users evaluate our system first. Another half evaluate Google News first. Before a user evaluate our system, the user watches a two-minute introduction video. For each task, the users give out only the difficulty level to complete the task. The difficulty level is defined as a number between 1 and 10, where 1 is the lowest level and 10 is the highest level. The database used in the evaluation con- tains three channels (CNN, FOX, and MSNBC) of video news reports in the past month (which is October, 2006). The first task is to list several most important news events in the past month. The average difficulty level for Google News is 9.2, and that for our system is 4.5. Most users said Google News provides little help on completing this task. The two security experts said our system is very helpful to complete this task, and this task is typical for their everyday work.
The second task is to summarize the whole event of North Korean nuclear weapon test. The average difficulty level for Google News is 6.6, and that for our system is 4.3. The users said that our system places relevant news topics immediately surrounding the point of focus, which is very helpful to figure out the rough aspects of the whole event.
The third task is to answer when, where, why and how of the Amish school shooting. The average difficulty level for Google News is 4.1, and that for our system is 6.7. Google News outperforms our system in this task. The most two important reasons given by the users are: (1) The keyword-based search technique of Google News is significantly better than ours; (2) It is much easier to extract fine details from the web news reports than from the video news reports.
At February 2008, we perform a new experiment for January 2008 database. During this experiment, the average completion time is used as the evaluation criteria. Total 20 undergraduate students participate the experiment. 10 of them are asked to use Google News and another 10 are asked to use our system. A participant only use one of the two systems. None of them has used our system before.
The first task is to find an interesting news and read it. The average completion time for Google News is 0.9 minutes, and that for our system is 0.5 minutes. We asked the participants to press the "complete" button only when they read a really interesting news. Therefore, a user may read more than one news to complete this task. As a result, the average completion time is longer than the time to perform the first click.
The second task is to list 5 most important news events in the past month. The average completion time for Google News is 2.3 minutes, and that for our system is 5.5 minutes. The result is completely different than our expectation. After checking the answer sheets and inquiring the participants, we found that the users of Google News answered this question primarily by memory, while the users of our system did actually explore the database and check the news reports carefully. As a result, 4 of the Google News users listed less than 5 news reports, while all the users of our system listed 5 news reports.
The third task is to summarize the first event listed in the second task. The average completion time for Google News is 3.7 minutes, and that for our system is 3.3 minutes. Our system outperforms Google News slight. The difference is less than what we expected. We again inquired the participant and checked the experiment log, found that watching the video reports consumes more time than reading text reports for summarization purpose. Therefore, even though our system can help the users find relevant reports in shorter time, the users need to use more time to watch the reports. If we exclude the time for reading or watching by using the experiment log, the average completion time becomes 1.5 minutes for Google News users v.s. 0.8 minutes for users of our system. Based on the above experiments, one can find that: (1) Our system provides valuable service when the users do not have detailed preference. (2) Sophisticated keyword-based search techniques perform better when the users have detailed preference and need to learn the fine details. Therefore, our system is able to guide the users to build their own preference effectively and efficiently. Then keyword-based search techniques can be adopted to disclose fine details after the system catches the user's fine preference.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have developed a novel framework to achieve more effective analysis, retrieval and exploration of large-scale news video collections. By integrating cross-media information from multiple sources and synchronizing multimodal content analysis results, our proposed schemes can achieve more effective news topic detection and interestingness assignment and bridge the semantic gap successfully. By incorporating hyperbolic visualization for relation network visualization, our system can also support more effective retrieval and exploration of large-scale news video collections. Our experiments on large-scale news video collections have provided very positive results.
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